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I can’t believe people are still doing this, but drawing a
moral equivalence “had racist views of black people, but
preserved the union and abolished slavery” and “fought to
shatter the union in order to preserve slavery” is
absolutely cretinous.

Patterico
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"I am not, nor ever have been, in favor of bringing about in any 
way the social and political equality of the white and black races, 
[applause]-that I am not nor ever have been in favor of making 
voters or jurors of negroes, nor of qualifying them to hold office." -
- Lincoln

Adam Serwer @AdamSerwer
Replying to @AdamSerwer
Contrary to myth, Lee did not oppose slavery or secession. He called 
slavery “necessary for their instruction as a race,” he enslaved free 
black people in his invasion of the North, and after the war, opposed 
black suffrage. theatlantic.com/politics/archi…
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19 people are talking about this

Lincoln wasn’t a saint, but his actions left America closer to its ideals than it had ever

been. Also I love the idea that somehow I would be ignorant of Lincoln’s views. (The

Johnson below is LBJ).

Lyndon Johnson was a civil rights hero. But also a racist.
Lyndon Johnson was a racist. He was also the greatest champion of racial equality
to occupy the White House since Lincoln.

http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/lyndon-johnson-civil-rights-racism
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Meanwhile, the idea that to call Lee a traitor, and see him as a villainous actor in

history rather than a hero, is somehow modern woke sensibilities gone mad requires

ignoring history. From Blight’s biography of Douglass:

Anyway, I do enjoy modern Republicans throwing Lincoln under the bus to own the

libs (and defend the confederacy) because if nothing else, it is certainly revealing.
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